
AI – Artificial Alien AntiChrist Intelligence 

Recently, the internet and alt-media went wild after the release of news of the Robotic Ghost Dog 

becoming weaponized. The robotic quadrupedal robot loaded up with a gun that is accurate to almost a 

mile. We all thought those Terminator and RoboCop-type movies were science fiction. The robots were 

used for all law enforcement, military actions and ultimately to control and destroy the cancer or virus. 

And who were the cancers and viruses? Humankind.  

Key Scriptures 

Genesis 3:15 And I will put enmity between thee and the woman, and between thy seed and her seed; it 

shall bruise thy head, and thou shalt bruise his heel. 

1 Timothy 1:8-10 But we know that the Law is good, if one uses it lawfully, 9 realizing the fact that law is 

not made for a righteous person but for those who are lawless and rebellious, for the ungodly and 

sinners, for the unholy and worldly, for those who kill their fathers or mothers, for murderers, 10 for the 

sexually immoral, homosexuals, slave traders, liars, perjurers, and whatever else is contrary to sound 

teaching,  

 Isaiah 14:14 I will ascend above the heights of the clouds; I will make myself like the Most High.’ 

From Defunding to Mandating 

In many science fiction movies, the totalitarian, nationalized, globalized forcers had a group that are the 

holdouts the Resistance to their totalitarian government! In today’s propaganda the holdouts and 

resistance groups are being defined, identified, surveilled, and targeted for restrictions, denied entry to 

retail establishment, sporting events, churches, hospitals, and public meetings, some being denied 

lifesaving surgeries.  

It began with the Defund the Police Movement proclaimed by Antifa and Black Lives Matter. It has now 

moved to the next phase which is the loss of employment because of mandates. Our President issued a 

mandate requiring all Federal employees and Federal contractors to be vaccinated. Businesses at all 

levels, State and Local Governments that received the MAGIC COVID MONEY are required to follow the 

Federal Vaccine Mandates (the fine print) imposing vaccine mandates on its employees and if they 

refuse are forced into termination. We are losing thousands of front-line staff to these mandates which 

will lead to a collapse of the Front-Line Services.  The Goal is to nationalize all Front-Line Systems – 

Health Care, Fire Departments, Police, etc. Why? Control of who lives and who dies free from moral 

(Christian) restraints! Based on your vaccine status will determine your eligibility for these services. 

Active Destruction of the Resistance 

The key to going after the Resistance will be police and military absent of any sense of patriotism and 

morality. The Dark Forces behind this Great Reset demand total control and those that are not willing to 

bend the knee to The New World Order must be eliminated. The Dark Forces have already proven their 

willingness to kill millions in their World Revolutionary Movements.  

There has been an infiltration in law enforcement and the military with agents for years just look at the 

current national leadership and their embracing of Marxist doctrine. Now we are seeing the termination 

of millions in both law enforcement and the military. They desire those that will follow orders without 



any questions and without conscious. They want Brown Shirts as in the days of Nazi Germany, soldiers 

absent of any sense of morality only loyalty (I am just following orders). We see this happening in 

countries around the world (Austria) that will physically abuse and kill their fellow citizens for not 

wearing a mask or being too far from home. Before you can reset you must destroy. Destroy the law and 

those that enforce it and bring it under national authority absent of our Constitutional or the Bill of 

Rights. Destroy the military by removing those loyal to the oath they took and reset with the robotic  

order takers before moving in the mechanical robots. 

Don’t be surprised if we soon see a Judge Dredd (1995 Movie) where the Judges in the street become 

judge, jury and executioner.  There will be camps and executions for those that do not follow lock step. 

And as the Forth Industrial Revolution demands it will be a transhuman force to oversee the end of the 

cancer or virus that is destroying mother earth – mankind.  

We are moving from community and state to national then global systems as in The New World Order.  

5G and 6 Genesis The Foundation For AI 

Most people have no glue about the military origins of advanced computer technologies, satellites, the 

internet, the web, Artificial Intelligence, and of course robotics. Most American’s still think their 

government would never do anything to harm them despite the evidence. They even believe that the 

only reason for 5G is to improve their gaming experience, improve their download speeds. These things 

are just to pacify the masses while putting in their weapons level frequencies into every neighborhood 

around the world. Thanks to Elon Musk and others elitist there are thousands of satellites in place to 

allow for advanced robotics, mind control and the Internet of Things, Smart Cities for absolute control of 

every human every where all the time! Klaus Schwab of the World Economic Forum has talked of brain 

implants (chips) to connect man to the internet of things, so has Mark Zuckerberg, Elon Musk and Bill 

Gates. Easy to control and easy to find! Believe it or not they label 6G as 6 Genesis as in the Fallen 

Angels and the Hybrid Giants!  

Ghost Dog to Terminator 

I have heard it said that what the intelligence agencies allow to be seen is ten years behind where they 

are. I have no reason to doubt that saying based on their history, but could we already be closer to a 

Terminator than we dare imagine? Terminator was released in 1984 and Robocop was released in 1987 

with both incorporating a transhuman – cyborg theme. Terminator is based on an artificial intelligence 

defense network – Skynet which becomes self-aware triggers a global nuclear war to exterminate the 

human species.  

The Robotic Ghost Dog being fully armed is a frightening thing especially if it develops a mind of its own 

or the AI system that controls it. In my research I keep seeing a comparison made the with a series 

called Black Mirror and I found an episode with a robotic dog, Metalhead. It was very effective at killing 

people. So, I don’t think I would be exaggerating to say a fully armed robotic dog developed for military 

use would have the capability of becoming a killing machine! 

Self-Aware 



“The development of full artificial intelligence could spell the end of the human race…It would take off 

on its own, and re-design itself at an ever increasing rate. Humans, who are limited by slow biological 

evolution, couldn’t compete, and would be superseded.” Stephen Hawking 

AI is software that writes itself, updates itself, rewrites itself autonomously. Could this be way so many 

involved in or with Artificial Intelligence have this common concern. There is something in the back of 

these folks’ minds that says this could be the end of mankind if not tightly regulated or controlled.  

Scripture from Genesis to Revelation is loaded with examples of how man given the opportunity will 

work past his fears regardless of how dire the warning because of pride. So, despite their fears that AI 

could bring about the end of mankind they will continue in its development anyway!  

Artificial-Alien-AntiChrist Intelligence 

Where there is intelligence there can be possession! Technological Singularity, theoretical condition 

that could arrive in the near future when a synthesis of several powerful new technologies will radically 

change the realities in which we find ourselves in an unpredictable manner. Most notably, the 

singularity would involve computer programs becoming so advanced that artificial intelligence 

transcends human intelligence, potentially erasing the boundary between humanity and computers. 

Often, nanotechnology is included as one of the key technologies that will make the singularity happen.  

(Britannica) 

Genesis 3:5 “For God knows that in the day you eat of it your eyes will be opened, and you will be like 

God, knowing good and evil.” 

“Quantum computation…will be the first technology that allows useful tasks to be performed in 

collaboration with parallel universes.” David Deutsch Ted-Talk 2005 

Creator of D-Wave Quantum Computer Artificial Intelligence is the “altar of an alien god” – Science is 

Bringing About the Antichrist System 

Meanwhile as everyone was busy arguing over the bread and circus elections, the CIA was busy funding 

a computer so powerful that it is described as “tapping into the fundamental fabric of reality” and the 

man who owns the company says being near one is like “standing at the altar of an alien God”. 

“According to Geordie Rose within 15 years, (By the year 2030) mankind will have created a machine 

that outperforms humans in every aspect of life. The prediction is in essence stating that b the year 2030 

a humanoid machine many times smarter that humans will exist. 

The D-wave computer “looks like a giant monolith” and according to Geordie Rose, Founder of D-Wave, 

the machine has a heartbeat which keeps the computational power behind D-wave cool. In other words 

this machine has a ”heartbeat” making it one step closer to a true artificial intelligence humanoid. 

 The quantum computer plans to “grab the shadows” of other parallel universes and bring them into our 

realty. These machines can be used to bring the demons from “parallel” universes into our world and to 

communicate with them. 

The quantum computing field is actively deploying these machines to every facility that can afford them, 

such as openly available research centers. They are set to reshape the understanding of dimensions and 

parallel universes. According to the founder of D-wave, artificial intelligence is here. Understanding what 



that means, is to understand that the beast system, talked about in Revelation, is coming about. The 

controlling empire called the New World Order can now enslave mankind beyond recognition because 

there is no more privacy, and if you think wrong – you’re a criminal.” By Nate -09/05/2016 The Christian 

Journal 

Elon Musk “Now the Tesla billionaire claims the technology could lead to the creation of immortal robot 

leaders from which humanity can never escape. His comments were made in the new documentary ‘Do 

You Trust This Computer?’ by Chris Paine which premiered in Los Angeles last night. The documentary 

explores the potential advantages and dangers of AI. In it, an impassioned Musk talks about the 

nightmarish possibility that AI built by authoritarian governments could outlast individual leaders. This, 

he says, will create a permanent structure of oppression.  We could create ‘an immortal dictator from 

which we would never escape,’ he claims.” https://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-

5585185/We-forced-serve-immortal-ROBOT-DICTATOR-warns-billionaire-Elon-Musk.html 

Key Scriptures 

Daniel 7:23 “Thus he said: ‘The fourth beast shall be A fourth kingdom on earth, Which shall be different 

from all other kingdoms, And shall devour the whole earth, Trample it and break it in pieces.  

Revelation 13:7-8 It was granted to him to make war with the saints and to overcome them. And 

authority was given him over every tribe, tongue, and nation. 8 All who dwell on the earth will worship 

him, whose names have not been written in the Book of Life of the Lamb slain from the foundation of 

the world. 

Are all of these experts in AI just paranoid or have they already experienced something that has led 

them to think this way? Whatever has led them to think this way about the future AI’s dominion over 

and destruction of mankind, they are  more right than they know.  In Mark 13:20 it tells us, And except 

that the Lord had shortened those days, no flesh should be saved: but for the elect's sake, whom he 

hath chosen, he hath shortened the days. 

The Beast System is nearing its completion – Are You Prepared?! 

Mike Inabinett 

    

Robotic Ghost Dog | The Future of Military Security https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3UBlQVB7vYI 

Building The New Smart City – Verizon https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=05BaPqBXNT0 

I Robot Clip – V.I.K.I https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5ELQiOsZe18 

Stephen Hawking: 'AI could spell end of the human race' 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fFLVyWBDTfo 

Artificial Intelligence: it will kill us | Jay Tuck | TEDxHamburgSalon 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BrNs0M77Pd4 

Judge Dredd Scene https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0JnpynfwU70 

Armed Robotic Dog https://youtu.be/Mnnyixbpnv8 
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